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TORERO WEEK '87

AS To Kick Off Homecoming Festivities Saturday
by Monica Sanchez
In traditionally the most active pro
gramming period of the fall semester, the
AS has planned numerous events for
every day of Torero Week, November
7-14.
The week kicks off with Senior Citizens
Outreach Weekend, a service-oriented ac
tivity in which students volunteer some
time to help senior citizens with house or
yard work. This takes place Saturday and
Sunday, November 7-8. To sign up, go to
the AS Executive office in the University
Center.
Sunday, the AS/Budweiser Beach
Volleyball tournament at Ocean Beach
will resume from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Those
who have not signed up and wish to join
in the event can go cheer for your favorite
teams. After some fun in the sun, join
Father Mullen for mass in Founders

Chapel at 7 p.m. His sermon, entitled
"Death As Our Final Homecoming" has
been especially prepared as a continuation
of the week's theme.
A little bit of the South will invade USD
as AS Cultural Arts presents the Dix
ieland Jazz band in the Grille patio on
Monday at 11 a.m. The same afternoon, at
3 p.m., AS Community Services will spon
sor a jogathon at the West Point field. Pro
ceeds from the $3 participation donation
will benefit the Holy Family School.
The first secular nighttime activity takes
place on Tuesday night, as Showcase
presents comedian Alan Stephan.
Stephan, a Los Angeles-based comedian,
has played at the Comedy Store in Los
Angeles and Las Vegas. His opener, Mr.
O, is also based in L.A. and has performed
at various clubs around town. Showcase
has attracted large crowds this semester,

and director Stacey Carlson hopes for an
even bigger turnout.
To make the week more complete, a
student-alumni forum oh careers takes
place on Wednesday. Alumni from dif
ferent fields, including real estate^ law,
business and public relations will be at the
Mission Crossroads at 8 p.m.
As an example of multiple program
ming, Film-Forum presents "Lords of
Discipline" at 8 p.m. Wednesday at
Saloman Lecture Hall. And, for those of
you who eat dinner at the UC dining
room, an antique jukebox will provide
musical accompaniment, compliments of
AS Cultural Arts.
The Senior Wine and Cheese will take
over the faculty dining room from 3-6 p.m.
on Wednesday.
Thursday, the Lark presents the 1987
Southern California "Battle of the

Bands," including "Life in General."
Don't miss the action at 9 p.m. in the UC
Forum A and B.
Cultural Arts makes another ap
pearance. on Friday, November 13 as it
brings the "Wanderers" to USD. Watch
for their performance in front of the UC
between 11 a.m. arid 1 p.m. On the lighter
side, Film Forum presents the first annual
Dorothy look-alike contest to complement
it's feature presentation "The Wizard of
Oz" in Camino Theatre. Prizes will be
awarded to the best contestants.
Saturday the week's activities come to
an end in a grand way. First, the USD
Toreros, in their first winning season
under coach Fogarty, meet Menlo at
Torero Stadium. Game time is 1:30 p.m.,
and the AS will give away visors and cups.
AS vice-president Sam Attisha believes
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USD Committee To Produce
AIDS Education Program For Students
While local and national committees on
AIDS have been bogged down by political
struggles, USD's committee is moving for
ward in the fight against AIDS.
C. Everett Koop, U.S. Surgeon
General, recently admitted that predic
tions of a full blown AIDS crisis among
heterosexuals may have been premature.
However, people in high risk groups, in
cluding homosexuals, intravenous drug
abusers, and hemopheliacs (many received
a high number of blood transfusions before
blood donors were safely screened) are still
faced with the possibility of contracting
the disease. And although earlier predic
tions of epidemics may have been incor
rect, heterosexuals, especially those
leading a promiscuous lifestyle are still at
risk.
Since the first five cases were reported
six years ago, 36,000 cases have been
reported.
The Surgeon General, the American
Red Cross and other medical groups feel
that education is the best way to combat
the disease.
In September 1986 USD established a
committee on AIDS. One of the functions
of the committee was to produce an AIDS
education program for students at USD.
There have already been special presen
tations done for incoming Freshmen dur
ing orientation, and parents during
Parent's day.
The latest move to educate students at
USD will be a series of forums which will
focus on Sexual Survival in the 80's.
The first sessions, co-sponsored by

SHOULD YOU WORRY
Am I Placing Myself at Risk for AIDS
if I Have a Sexual Relationship
with Someone I Don't Know Well?
Yes. AIDS is primarily transmit
ted through sexual activity, so it is
safer to limit your sexual activity to
one faithful uninfected partner and
to avoid partners who have had mul
tiple contacts. The more sexual part
ners you have, the greater the risk of
contact with a carrier of the AIDS

AIDS IS HARD TO CATCH
This information is based upon
data from the U.S. Public Health
Service. For more information, call
your local health department, the
National AIDS Hotline (1-800-342AIDS) or your local Red Cross
Chapter.

Rumor* are spreading faster than AIDS.

American Red Cross
San Diego/Imperial Counties Chapter
3650 Fifth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 291-2620

While other agencies focus on educa
tion programs such as this, USD will
focus on applying the facts to student
lives.
Residence Life and Campus Ministry, are
by invitation only. After the conclusion of
the forum, the students will critique it,
enabling forum leaders to fine tune it to
meet student needs. The forum will then
be offered to the rest of campus several
times over the course of the coming year.
Mr. Mike McKay, educational advisor

to the AIDS committee, feels that
students on campus are fairly well
educated about AIDS. "They need to
learn how to apply the facts to their own
lives. How to recognize and deal with the
treat of AIDS."
The program, led by Fr. Dan
Dilabough, of the Diocesan Marriage
Tribunal, and Dr. Jim DiLeo, a practicing
psychologist, will discuss topics incouding
sexual abstinence, condom use for AIDS
prevention, monogamy, dating and sexual
and emotional maturity within relation
ships.
"These topics are not really covered in
any class offered by the university," said
McKay.
Studies within the past year by resear
chers in San Francisco, Miami, and the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta Ga.
are showing a disturbing trend among
people considered to be "as risk" for con
tracting AIDS.
Although these people know they are at
risk, and know what they should do to
reduce that risk, they are not modifying
their behavior.
Doctors and scientists in all three
studies report a common "it can't happen
to me" attitude among those at risk for
AIDS.
The focus of the presentation at USD
will try to get students to "break through
this attitude," said Skip Walsh, Director of
Residence Life. "We asked what do you
(students) need in the way of information
and skills to make a lifestyle change. What
better way than peer discussion."

Shady Salesmen
Endanger Students
Wallets; Safety
by Thomas Edelblute
According to Don Johnson, USD
Chief of Security, unauthorized
solicitors have recently been increas
ing in numbers. Tom Burke, Dean of
Students, does not approve of this ac
tivity and asks that students report
anyone who does not look like they
belong on campus to security.
Johnson submitted to the Vista the
following two points as "policy and
procedures of the university..."
1. No commercial or private com
pany or organization or individual
may post, exhibit or distribute
materials of any sort unless approved
by the Dean of Students or his
v authorized representatives.
2. All sales and solicitations within
the perimeters of the campus area
must be approved by the Dean of
Students or his authorized represen
tatives, in writing.
Burke told the Vista that when he
gives solicitors approval for selling
goods on campus, he has them go
through Special Events to set up a
table in front of the University
Center. Burke will not permit them to
go door to door because of safety pro
blems and because it is bothersome to
the students.
According to Skip Walsh, one of
the past problems has been people
selling magazine subscriptions. These
people can collect $200-$300 from

Continued on page 2
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How To Beat
The Freshman 15
It's all so new! You're away from home,
on your own for the first time. No parents
telling you "Yes—eat that," "No, don't eat
that." "Eat more, eat less, eat now, eat
later...." For the first time in your life you
make the choices about the foods you eat.
Late night study groups with pizza and
beer. Weekend parties of alcohol, chips
and dips. Skipping breakfast, making up
for it at lunch, fast foods on the run, and
between classes. Cafeteria food — it just
doesn't look or taste like mom's.
You not only have the freedom of
choice, but the responsibility to provide
for your own nutrition. And, what often
occurs is an increase in body weight — also
known as the "Freshman 15."
It is surprising how quickly you can put
on 15 pounds. Contributors include high
fat, high calorie, low nutrient foods, fast
foods, irregular food patterns, stress and
eating for reasons other than hunger.
So, how do you protect yourself from
the "Freshman 15?"
1. Eat at least three meals per day.
Do not skip breakfast. Restricting food in
take until later in the day leads to
overeating. Eating six small meals per day,
every two or three hours, feeds your body
best. Eating three balanced meals snacks
may be easier to schedule. Snacks can be
simple foods that slip right into your

2 FOR 1
Tropical Fish
SALE

backpack, such as fruits, canned juices,
half sandwiches and popcorn.
2. Moderation—without deprivation!
Pizza, particularly vegetarian pizza, can be
part of a healthy diet. Beer in moderation
can also be included on occasion. Limit
fast foods (McDonalds, Burger King, Wen
dy' , etc.) because they tend to be high in
fat and sodium, low in nutrients. Include
more high fiber, lowfat foods such as fresh
fruits and vegetables, pastas, rice and
whole grain bread products.
3.. Exercise. A moderate amount of
aerobic exercise, a minimum of four times
per week for 30 minutes each time, not only
gives you more energy, but also helps con
trol weight. Aerobic exercise is any steady
and nonstop exercise that maintains your
target heart rate for a minimum of 12
minutes. The 12 minutes does not include
warming up of cooling down, so allow at
least 30 minutes each time you exercise.
To determine your target heart rate use
the following formula:
220 - your age x 70-85% = your target
heart rate (beats/minute). You should not
work your heart beyond 85% of its target
heart rate.
Now is the time to take responsibility for
your own lifestyle. Good nutrition,
moderation and exercise can contribute to
a good quality life.

Homecoming Festivities
Continued from page 1
these gifts will be more useful than last
year's, because "more people use visors
that the caps we gave away last year."
Homecoming game half-time highlights
include the float parade, boasting entries
from several clubs and organizations as
well as from each class, in addition to a
final viewing of the Homecoming Queen
candidates.
The queen will be crowned that night,
at the dance. The UC Forum will be
transformed into a land of enchantment
as the AS Social Committee puts on "A
Night of Elegance." Bids, which cost $35,
are on sale now in the UC box office.
Entertainment at the dance will be con-

tinuous, as the AS Social Chairperson,
Daron Watts, hired a disc-jockey to com
plement the nationally known group,
"The Mardels."
This dance will be different from the
ones held in previous years in several
respects. It will give students a chance to
interact with USD alumni (who have
already purchased 152 tickets according to
Watts); in addition, the AS expects USD
President Author Hughes to attend the
event.
Attisha sums up the thrust of Torero
Week and Homecoming 1987, saying "It's
our time to interact with the alumni and
each other."

Unauthorized solicitors
Continued from page 1
students, pocket the money, and
deliver no magazines.
Someone on campus claiming to sell
magazines, according the Burke,
"could be walking around just looking
for a place to hit...If the students
would pay a little attention, we could
minimize the number of burglaries,
break-ins, and car-prowls."

As Johnson put it in a letter to the
Vista "...we would like the students,

staff and faculty to report all
suspicious activities to us (security). It
is not a good or safe practice to allow
unknown persons to wander around
our campus areas. And it is even more
dangerous to open doors to persons
that you do not know."

alif ornia Tropicals
Saltaater Fish • Koi • Freshwater Tropical Fish
Faocq Goldfish • Aquariums • Aquarium Supplies
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LETTERS

Attisha Answers
Homecoming Questions

I am quite amused about Mr. Connors
(Questions about Homecoming 10/28
issue) letter. I can see Mr. Connors does
not read the very paper he writes for. In
the 9/24 issue on Page 7 an article ap
peared about Homecoming '87. This arti
cle not only talked about how much the
AS was saving by having Homecoming in
the U.C. but also what we were doing
with this money.
The approximate saving is between
$2,000-3,000. This money is going directly
back into the event. Instead of chicken we
have Prime Rib or Salmon, instead of stuf
fed mushrooms and vegetable plates we

have shrimp, fresh fruit and cheeses for
Hors' d'oeuvres. How about a band
upgrade also—to the nationally known
Mar Dels. This is just a fraction of what
we're doing to make Homecoming '87 the
best one ever.
Mr. Connors states, "It seems logical
that by utilizing the University Center, a
great expense would be deleted from the
cost of Homecoming." One must realize
that we are just utilizing the University
Center as a forum to hold the event.
Other costs include fine china rental,
tables, bars, waiters/waitresses and catering all of which must be paid for. Mr.

How Sex Makes Life
More Enjoyable

by Jeff Roller
AS Secretary of Finance
The above title may be appealing as
an article topic, but by being a fellow
reader of this publication I realize it
takes an article of possible current in
terest to stimulate one's attention in
hopes that they will read on. The
folowing is not a discussion on the
above mentioned topic, even though 1
would rather discuss such an issue.
The issue I'm writing about is one
that has been circulating the halls of
this university, and it is a debate that
I will be able to address with first
hand information.
The issue at hand is whether or not
the Associated Students is unwisely
allocating funds towards, in this in
stance one particular event, or possi
ble future events meant for the
students of this institution. My
qualifications to write this article are
well founded since I am the
Associated Students Secretary of
Finance.
It is the responsibility of this posi
tion to allocate, with the approval of
the Senate, $351,000 collected from
your AS fees and other estimated
revenue figures, among the sixteen
AS Directorships, one of which is this
paper, and 19 clubs on campus. It is
also my job to keep track of all expen
ditures from each organization and
club and make sure that they, the
directors and club organizers, do not
exceed the budgeted constraints that
have been formalized in the AS
budget. So now that all of the
preliminary formalities have been
taken care of, I hope your interest is
still here to read on.
The article title reads, "AS DROPS
$13,000 ON SIMPLY RED," (Oc
tober 22 issue of the Vista). Another
article contains quotes that we spend
money at the "drop of a Simply Red
hat" or that high bid prices for
Homecoming are to defer the losses of
the above mentioned October 9 con
cert. The above facts are miscon
strued, the AS spent $28,734.25 on
the concert while making $15,368.20,
an amount that far exceed any other
revenue figure made by an AS event,
but still what is to be thought of this
$13,366.05 AS expenditure? Even
though this expenditure was $1,500
under the budgeted expenditure it is

still a large amount, but the prevalent
fact known, to you the reader or ob
viously the Vista, is that this was a
budgeted expenditure, not a loss. The
Associated Students is an expenditure
oriented, non-profit oriented
organization just as it has been for the
last 20 years. Every event put on by
any one of the above mentioned
directors, and even this publication,
operate on an expense. If the expense
is greater than the budgeted figure it
can then be considered a loss.
The fact that the Vista has
presented the amount it cost to put
on one event in which 33 percent
(1000 undergrad students) were in
volved is a benefit to the AS directors
and the student body at this universi
ty. Although this was an unusually
large expenditure made possible by
last year's surplus in the budget, it is
not the only expenditure of a con
siderable amount. If we were to look
at just one event and its cost, it would
be a misrepresentaton of the amount
of money put into events by the AS.
In past years $8000 was spent on the
Concert on the Green at which only
250 students attended, two years ago
the Vista lost $6000, and this year cur
rently we spend on the average $1500
an issue for the Vista most of which is
made up in ad revenue. The list can
go on, and the issue would simply
become redundant.
The issue that has been raised by
the Vista is well grounded, but
misinterpreted. As a director of last
years Lark, I attempted, just as others
have and continue to do so, to bring
quality entertainment to USD for free
or at a minimal charge. The Simply
Red Concert is perceived as a budget
blunder, but we saw the opportunity
to put on a concert that would
establish USD as an institution that
could put on such an event—an event
that brought more students together
than any other AS sponsored event,
aroused interest in local papers, cor
porations, and especially an issue that
has long been evailed. Can we discern
that maybe now that the student
body knows how much goes into
these events that their input and in
terest will grow and no longer take
the stance of uninvolvement or
disinterest? This is an issue that only
can be answered with time.

Computer

Connors has proposed to "thrash" the
catering idea, my response is where else
can you get a full catered dinner, hors
d'oeuveres and entertainment all for only
$35. Are we to assume that if we "thrash"
the catering idea that students will not
want to have a nice dinner beforehand?
Instead of spending $60-80 for a restaurant
dinner and entertainment, we want to
save the students money by providing a
fine quality dinner of our own.
Finally, in regards to Mr. Connors com
ment accusing the AS of "exploiting
Homecoming '87 in order to make up for
some of the money that was lost at the
Simply Red Concert." All I have to say is
that the Associated Students pride
themselves on providing quality programs
for the students and in no way will we ex
ploit students or spend their money
foolishly. Insinuating that Homecoming
'87 is being used to cover "the Simply Red
loss," is ludicrous and unfounded. The
Simply Red event was achieved under
budget.

Sam K. Attisha
Vice President
Associated Students

Intramurals
Under Fire

In the Intramurals section of the Vista
(10-29), Andy Berg wrote about my con
duct in the Beef and Buns/EEEdith co-rec
Softball game: "The only negative for Beef
and Buns was the lack of knowledge and
subsequent lack of sportsmanship
displayed by Tim Baker on a play at the
plate. Come one Tim, read a rule book
and stop embarrassing yourself."
Though the tone is a little harsh, I agree
with Andy's assessment of my conduct.
There was no excuse for my lack of sports
manship. Consequently, an inning later I
apologized to the umpire for my behavior.
I feel though that Andy Berg's report is
only a half-truth. He failed to give a total
description of the incident. Specifically,
the lack of sportsmanship displayed by
three players of the EEEdith team. These
three players surrounded me, argued with
and yelled at me as I was arguing with the
umpire. Obviously, all four of us were guil
ty of immature behavior, but Andy Berg
only reported my "embarrassing" con
duct.
IM Sports and the Intramurals section
of the Vista stress sportsmanship as an im
portant part of USD intramurals, which I
totally agree with. Andy, sportsmanship
also extends off the athletic field into every
facet of life, including journalism in the
form of reliable and objective reporting. It
entails finding and reporting all the facts
necessary for a truthful description.
However, Andy, if you feel that the In
tramurals section is for you, the National
Enquirer of USD intramurals, then go
right ahead and keep reporting your halftruths.
My lack of sportsmanship was embar
rassing to me. The three EEEdith players'
lack of sportsmanship should be embar
rassing to them. Andy, your lack of
"sportsmanship" in not reporting the
whole truth about the incident in the Beef
and Buns/EEEdith Softball game should
also be embarrassing to you.

Tim Baker

Complaints

On November 2, the academic com
puting department restricted all IBM
micro computer use with word processing
and other non-business programs.
This move is unfair to other computer
users because it gives priority to business
class students who use the computers for
their work. The academic computing
department needs to be reminded that
others need these machines as well.
As a person who writes and types a great
deal, I constantly use computers to type
and re-type my work. Granted, academic
computing has offered Digital Rainbows
and Apples for word processing. However,
the Rainbows are not compatible with any
other system and they offer no laser
printer for quality print-outs. The Apples
offered are excellent machines, but are not
as universally used as IBM, They are also
in high demand by those with business
classes, among others.
I try to use other computers for word
processing, but the office I work at uses
IBM systems, so I must do my writing at
home with the IBM's, so I won't have to
re-type articles every time corrections are
needed.
The small percentage of my tuition that
helped pay for these computers is certainly
no less than those who are business ma
jors, or those enrolled in business classes.
Therefore, every student should have
equal access to every system. Those who
need these machines should find the time
to come to the Olin lab when it is not
quite so crowded. I do.
Every students who uses the IBM's in
Olin lab, does so for an academic purpose.
One person's assignments are every bit as
important as the next person's.

Joe Nottoli
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SIMPLY RED:

Was It A Fiasco...?
by Robert Banks

If you're still fuming about the
$13,000 Simply Red concert, as I am,
here is some more fuel to really get
you fired up.
First, the entire cost of putting on
the event came to over $27,000.
That's twenty-seven THOUSAND
dollars—for an event that lasted just
over two hours. This enormous
amount of money was spent on a
relatively unknown and unpopular
group (please forgive me Simply Red
fans) that hasn't yet made it into the
musical big leagues. Almost $14,000
was generated from the sale of tickets,
thus leaving the AS footing a total bill
of $13,000, which they initially in
tended. Kevin Rapp, Associated Stu
dent Body president, deems this event
a huge success. This point can be easi
ly argued.
Of the 1500 tickets that were sold,
only 56 percent were purchased by
USD students. This means that 800
people from USD and 700 outsiders
attended this show. The 800 people
from USD amount to approximately
only 16 percent of the entire student
body (using a very consevative figure
of 5000 as the student population).
Do you consider the staging of a
$17,000 event, and consequently the
total expenditure of $13,000, a suc
cessful event if only 16 percent (800
people) of the entire student body
attended? For such a small percentage
of our student body in attendance,
one would seemingly find it almost
impossible to deem such an event a
success.
Also noteworthy is that, of the 2000
tickets that were available for this
show, approximately 500 went un
sold. Thus, not only did we the
students pay $13,000 for the 16 per
cent of our peers that attended, but
we also paid for 25 percent of the au
dience that was composed entirely of
empty seats. In all fairness, it must be
stressed that the AS senate intended to
spend approximately $13,000 on this
event. So, the question is: was it
worth it?

If these facts upset you, get up off
your butt and march into Rapp's of
fice and tell him how you feel! The
only way to insure that you get quali
ty events for your money (AS funds),
is to speak out. That is the only way
to ensure that events like this do or
do not happen again. You can also go
a step further, as I have done, and
begin attending the student senate,
and/or programming committee
meetings to prevent fiascos like this
from happening, and also voice your
opinions. These meetings are open to
any and all students, and will
welcome your attendance and par
ticipation. The student senate
meetings are held every Thursday
from 11:30-12:30, and the program
ming committee meets on Tuesdays
from 11:30-12:30. Both of these
meetings are held downstairs in the
University Center.
The only way to get your message
across and keep a grip on what hap
pens to your AS fees is to let these
senators know what you want. We
elected them, and it is up to each one
of us to keep open the lines of com
munication, or they will have to guess
what it is that we want.
As a side note, in last week's (10/28)
senate meeting, talk sprang up about
how dissatisfied the senate members
have become about the investigative
articles printed lately in the Vista
regarding their actions, or lack
thereof. In particular they were very
upset about the Simply Red article of
the Oct. 22 edition. They cited it as
not being factual, and more opinion
oriented than a front page article
should be. One might have difficulty
with this statement, as the article ap
peared to be factually correct and ob
jective. With this opposition by the
student senators, it was suggested that
if articles of this nature continue to be
printed in the Vista, the editor,
Monica Sanchez, may be considered
for removal from her position and
replaced. So much for freedom of the
press, huh? This sounds like the AS
senate can do as they wish with our

AS funds, but can't take the heat for
something the students did not like.
The 16 percent turnout for Simply
Red proves that this event was not

emphatically received by the students.
So, tell Kevin Rapp and/or other
senate members how you feel. But
above all, do it now.

...Or A Job Well Done?
by Tom Gorman

Effective journalism is that which
enables the reader to look at both
sides of an issue and to determine
based upon facts what he or she
believe to be right or wrong. Over the
course of this semester, the type of
journalism that has been exhibited in
the Vista has veered from the course
of accurately portraying both sides of
the Simply Red concert event.
The writers of the Vista have raised
important questions concerning the
cost of this event but have yet to
discuss the benefits of this concert.
There has been on mention of how
postive an impact this event has had
in AS/university relations and rela
tions with our university and the
music industry. There was no men
tion on how this event was ac
complished with four weeks notice
where it would usually take six to
eight weeks of preparation. The
Vista's investigative reporting seemed
to search for any negative aspect that
it could find involving this event.
Asking other programmer's about
their budget cuts and searching for
discontent within the organiza
tion is unfair when this administra
tion was primarily elected on the plat
form of bringing a major band to our
campus. The cost's of such a large
event necessitate some budgetary cut
backs of which this adminsitration
supported.
The Vista's use of the word "drops"
as a synonym for "expenditure" or
"spends" also denigrates the Vista's
credibility as a factual newspaper. The
word "drops" sensationalizes and in
sinuates that the AS wasted
recoverable money. What the Vista
does not explain is that the
Associated Students is "an
expenditure-oriented organization"
(quoted by Secretary of Finance Jeff
Koller). The AS attempts to promote

quality programming at little to no cost
to the students. Students might not
realize that all the Larks, Showcases,
Film Forums, Speaker's Bureaus,
TG's, and other events are subsidized
by the Associated Students. This
publication you are reading right now
is subsidized by the Associated
Students.
Fortunately this year the Vista ad
managers have augmented their ad
revenues for the year (contradictory
to past years) and are showing signs of
possible profit. Students in both the
Vista and the Associated Students are
working hard to save students'
money. The position which I hold at
this time was created with the idea of
augmenting the possibilities that the
Associated Students can provide
without additional costs to the
students.
As in any organization, the
Associated Students suffer the same
bureaucratic faults and inconsisten
cies as other groups. Some mistakes
were made in the production of the
Simply Red event but many great ac
complishments were made as well.
Whether or not an individual likes or
dislikes the particular group the
Associated Students chose is not the
issue. The Associated Students rely
on past successes and failures to deter
mine their course of action for the
future. The Associated Students took
a calculated risk in putting on this
event and will continue to take risks
to benefit the students. When the AS
can attract over 1000 students to a
particular event, it is definitely dif
ficult to consider it a "loss."
Those people who have criticized
the AS position have every right to
do so and I personally welcome them
to voice their concerns with us so that
we may learn to better represent their
wishes.
Editor's Note: Tom Gorman is the AS
director of corporate relations.

Was The Vista Mexico Bashing?
Chris Orr's article in last week's Vista
"Staying Safe South of the Border" was
surely meant to provide helpful informa
tion to students who venture into Mexico.
Unfortunately, it seemed to also
perpetuate a general misunderstanding
about Tijuana, namely that it is somehow
different than any other urban center in
which Americans might wander including
our own beautiful San Diego. That
misunderstanding also includes a rather
tainted view of what Tijuana has to offer.
It seems clear that Mr. Orr finds no
value in Tijuana short of locating a bar
and becoming duly inebriated. This is
not at all untypical of many Americans
who view Mexico as little more than an
arena for indulging in more base activities.
Indeed many of the problems Mr. Orr ad
dresses in his piece are directly related to
that attitude.
Tourists must realize that Tijuana is not
simply an American playground where all

rules of common decency and decorum
are disregarded. I need to expound the
countless examples of disrespect that are
demonstrated each night in Tijuana by
Americans who hold this view. The "Ugly
American" on his/her knees in the gutter
is an all too familiar scene.
Tijuana is different in that it is another
country. However simplistic that may
sound, most Americans seem to forget it.
No, the laws are not the same nor the en
forcement of those laws, and whatever
your opinion of this system, if you choose
to go to Mexico, you must respect it or risk
suffering the consequences. This is not
only true when traveling in Mexico but
anywhere one might choose to travel.
Americans in general seem to miss the
point entirely and thus find themselves
cursing the local authorities screaming all
the while "but I'm an American" as being
an American supersedes all law and order.
I encourage excursion to Mexico. It pro

vides many wonderful opportunities for
American students to experience another
culture. However, those excursions must
include a respect for the people of Mexico
and for their country. Without that, the
problems addressed by Mr. Orr become
very real and in the end, unavoidable.

Consuelo Manriquez
Editors Note: The author lived in Tijuana
for 14 years.
It's very sad to see a newspaper sup
posedly dedicated to an enlightened col
lege community engaged in the sport of
Mexico bashing, as evidenced in • Chris
Orr's article on your front page (Oct. 29,
1987) issue, "Staying Safe South of the
Border."
It could just as well have been titled,
"The Naive Small-Town High School Stu
dent's Guide to The Big City," since most
of its suggestions could just as easily apply
to most medium- or large-sized U.S. cities,

or cities anywhere in the world.
The "extreme cases" reported were in
teresting. The article mentions a college
student "reportedly raped" near the
border, and since the story mentions only
discussion with San Diego police,
presumably the violation occurred on the
U.S. side. In any event, rapes do occur,
even in the placid community of San
Diego, not just in foreign cities. The other
case cited mentions students who didn't
return for two days — WOW! Is it possible
that students sometimes leave town over
night?
Other items:
I. The advice on "don't cross alone. If
you do, let someone know where you will
be and when you'll be back" is what my
mother used to tell me as 1 approached my
teen years about any out-of-town trip. It's
probably good advice when wandering
into the wilds of Los Angeles, for that

Continued on page 5
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What's This Gorby Guy Up To, Anyway?
by Chris Toward
Western discussion of Mikhail Gor
bachev has centered around his reforms
within the Soviet Union, especially
glasnost and the liberalization of the Soviet
economy. What remains a mystery is what
long range intentions underly his reforms.
After all, one does not reform a system
simply for the sake of reforming. One pur
sues reform as a means to an end that is
unreachable under an existing system.
Two questions must be answered. First,
what do Gorbachev's reforms mean in
relation to the West? And second, are his
reforms exclusively internal or will he
transform the Soviet Union into a more
benign international actor? Acquiring
answers to these questions requires one to
determine whether Soviet foreign policy
has really changed under Gorvachev, and
it requires one to recall the context in
which Gorbacev's tenure began.
Gorbachev follows on the tail of Leonid

Brezhnev, who once said that "peaceful
coexistence only covers the field on in
terstate relations and does not extend to
the sphere of social and interclass rela
tions." This was, and is, hardly reassuring
coming from a regime whose ideological
progenitor, Karl Marx, posited a "scien
tific doctrine" wherein humanity's history
and future are a series of class struggles
leading to the eventual triumph of "true
communism."
Gorbachev's reign began under the
mantle of the Brezhnev Doctrine, which
asserted that everything the Soviets had
they would keep; everything else was open
to competition. The salient question,
then, is whether Gorbachev has forsaken
the Brezhnev Doctrine.
Empirically, the answer is clearly no.
The Soviets have not loosened their
political/military grip on any of their im
mediate satellites, nor have they reduced
support for communist regimes in

Nicaragua or Africa.
But if Gorbachev has not abandoned
the Brezhnev Doctrine, then what is he up
to? The answer lies in the prevailing condi
tion of the Soviet Union when Gorbachev
ascended to power.
Gorbachev inherited a country and a
revolution in disrepair. As Pierre Hassner
once pointed out in Daedalus, the
ideological, cultural, social and economic
dimensions of the Soviet Union were
regarded internationally as failures. As a
model state, the Soviet Union was a flop,
and it is difficult to carry on a global
revolution without a model state.
Conversely, Hassner argued, the
military dimension of the Soviet Union
was "seen as successful and impressive on
all three relevant levels: strategic balance,
European balance, and world-wide projec
tion of Soviet power over faraway seas and
distant lands." With its international
prestige gone, the Soviet Union was left to

command respect solely through military
might.
In essence, the communist revolution
was left standing on one leg and hence was
vulnerable. If the Soviets could be robbed
of military parity, for instance by losing
the technological challenge posed by SDI,
their international stature would lack
both power and prestige.
Conventional wisdom in the West is
that Gorbachev is a "moderate," meaning
he is a pragmatist who will avoid the
doltish rigidity of his predecessors. He has
not forsaken traditional Soviet goals — he
has tried to make the means to those goals
more tenable.
Richard Lowenthal once said of the
Soviet Union, "We are watching the suc
cessful external expansion of an internally
declining regime." Mikhail Gorbachev's
mission is to reverse the internal decline to
facilitate resumption of the external ex
pansion.

FROM THE DESK:

Some Friendly Advice On Tijuana Excursions

This Halloween I joined thousands
of students in their jaunt across the
border. It was not very far down into
Mexico, merely a few miles to Oh!
It was not the first time that I had
been to Tijuana nor, I hope, will it be
the last. In fact, I have been down
there with a group of friends almost
every weekend this semester.
Usually I avoid the bars and
seamier nightclubs which abound in
Tijuana in favor of Oh! or some other
reputable disco. This way I am in an
enclosed, semi-secure place — Oh!
even has a metal detector at the en
trance. The worse thing that could
happen to me would be an
undesirable come-on, which I know
how to handle.

I do not go down there to get
drunk, either. I merely go to Tijuana
to dance and enjoy the music and am
biance, which have a distinctly latin
flavor moie to my liking.
I have heard many complaints
about the way Mexicans behave
towards American tourists, and
because of this I want to offer a new
perspective. Maybe it is not that Ti

juana is such a dangerous place, but
rather that many students court
danger when they go there.
Revolucion, the main downtown
street, is covered with bars, discos and
dives. This is where most of the col
lege crowd descends on the weekends.
Once they get in, usually after a notto-strict ID check at the door,
students need refreshment. That's
fine with me — I'm not against having
a drink or two myself. Besides, any
transfer of dollars into the Mexican
economy is a plus in my book.
Often it does not stop at two or
three drinks, however. Many of the
people who go south do not drink in
moderation. They go down there to
get drunk.
Not only that, they also take risks
that they would not even consider if
they were on the American side of the
border. For example, how many col
lege girls would walk through
downtown San Diego while under the
influence of alcohol, wearing a tight
mini outfit? And what would people
think of those who did? This is not a
rare occurrence in Tijuana's main
strip.

Likewise, many guys do not exercise
much caution. I have seen many men
in such a state of intoxication as to be
unable to utter more than a feeble,
slurred "hello!" It is not only one
member of their party, but often all
except the person driving, if one has
been designated. I often wonder how
one person can possibly manage to
take care of his intoxicated party,
especially when they go in all direc
tions trying to follow the girl of their
dreams (or so they think at the time).
A few weeks ago a USD girl was
raped in a parking lot on the U.S. side
of the border. I do not know any of
the details, but I am very sorry it hap
pened; however, I'd like to know how
it came to be that this girl was alone
in a parking lot near the border at
night. That is not something I would
allow anyone in my group to do.
I hope this incident is never
repeated. It can be avoided by exercis
ing common sense and extra caution.
After all, you are in a foreign country,
and must be more aware of your ac
tions and behavior because Mexico
has different laws and customs than
the ones you are familiar with.

I'd like to offer a few final words of
advice. Go down with a group of peo
ple, preferably including students that
have been there before, know the
language and customs (at least
marginally), and stay with your
group. Also, make sure that you have
a cash reserve in order to "tip"
policemen that might stop you, but
do not let on as to how much you
have, or it will be gone in the blink of
an eye.
Also, for the men, avoid trying to
pick up women already accompanied
by males. This is especially true if they
are Mexican males, because they are
extremely possessive when it comes to
women. Any attempt to invade what
they consider to be their territory will
incite their wrath, especially if you are
a "gringo" and they have had a couple
of drinks.
Last week's Vista published a safety
guideline for those adventurous souls
who go to Mexico on the weekends. If
you did not pick it up .and want a
copy, come to the Vista office in the
UC.

Monica Sanchez
Editor-in-Chief

Mexico Bashing Continued from page 4
matter.
2. Yes, it's usually a good idea to find
out what areas are dangerous and avoid
them. Like Sixth and Main Streets in L.A.
after midnight, too.
3. It's always a good idea to not separate
from a group, if only because that will
screw up everybody's time schedule while
they look for you, especially on plane
flights and boat trips.
4. Does "avoid trouble like the plague"
not also apply to your own hometown?
Whether you're in a Mexican or a U.S.
jail, you'd better have enough money to
bail yourself out, or at least know someone
who'll do it for you (See also the guide,
"The Naive Small-Town High School Stu
dent's Guide to Testing for True Friend
ship."
5. U.S. law enforcement has no jurisdic
tion in Mexico, but the reverse is also true.

6. The advice about not drinking and
driving is valid anywhere, actually. The
penalties are probably more severe in the
U.S., however, at least in terms of money
fines.
7. If you have managed to drive your car
to Tijuana, how can you then park it on
the American side of the border? Besides
the fact that Mexico is part of the North
American conntinent, it seems a little silly
to drive to Tijuana, drive back to the U.S.
only to park it. Taking it at face value, it is
true that most U.S. insurance is not valid
in a foreign country, although some
policies allow taking a car a limited
distance into another country.
8. Suggesting insurance is probably a
good idea, but it's not a bad idea to have
insurance in California, too — a person's
driver's license can be suspended for not
having insurance. Mr. Orr must be used

to coming back from Tijuana through the
main (San Ysidro) entrance on Sunday
nights ... Returning via the Otay border
crossing 10 miles east (past the airport)
usually means a much shorter wait, as
does crossing around midday or very late
at night. Sometimes the wait is only 15
minutes — less than the amount of time it
takes to find a parking space at USD dur
ing peak hours.
9. Anybody going to L.A. for the first
time should probably go with someone
who knows the sometimes confusing
freeway system, too. And guess what?
Some of the seedier place, and some notso-seedy place, in California also have pro
stitutes and drug pushers too.
10. The Border Patrol actually helping
with a problem? Especially in a country
where it has no jurisdiction? They don't
even help much in the U.S. — their job

description doesn't include this.
11. It's not border patrol (Immigration
and Naturalization Service, part of the
U.S. Department of Justice) that "hassles"
alcohol purchasers. Customs might, at
secondary inspection; but each adult 21
years or older can bring back one liter
(equal to 3 12-ounce bottles of beer) totally
hassle free (excess has to be poured down a
sink at the inspection area).
Tijuana is not necessarily the nicest
town in the world; any large metropolis
has its problems and its attractions. But
the Mexico bashing evidenced in the Oct.
29 article does little to provide useful infor
mation, enhance international relations
or even to help enrich students' enjoy
ment of their college experience and the
experiences available close by.

Kenneth Luis Chapman Gonzalez
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Women's Issues Program Survey
The Office of Student Activities is
currently establishing a Women's
Issues Program designed to increase
awareness of contemporary concerns.
The following is a list of possible
seminar topics. Please select no more
than five (5) that interest you and
return this form to the Student Af
fairs Office.
_ Self esteem
_ How to get into graduate
school
. How to meet people
. How to interview
. The importance of friend
ships and how to deal with
them
. Time, money and stress man
agement
Goal setting
Fathers and daughters/Mothers and daughters
The fear of success
Handling competition bet
ween men and women
Assertion training

. .

The concern of AIDS
Effective decision-making
Personal safety
Banking
Women in power
Taking care of yourself
Managing your emotions
Girls or women? The
language of sexism
Gender differences in leader
ship
Women in politics
Date rape
Sexism — What is it?
Are there any other topics that you
would be interested in?

Because this is a new program, we
are anxious to hear your suggestions.
Please feel free to stop by the Student
Affairs Office with your ideas (See Val
Pearson, Director of Student Ac
tivities). Thank you for your time.

Amnesty Helps Free
Prisioners Of Concious
by Steven Seick
The USD chapter of Amnesty Interna
tional will meet at 7:00 PM on Thursday,
November 12, in Room 103 of the Univer
sity Center. We will show a 20-minute
videotape about the work of Amnesty In
ternational around the world.
Amnesty International is a worldwide
organization which is independent of any
government, political ideology, economic
interest or religious creed.
It seeks the release of men and women
detained anywhere for their beliefs, color,
sex, ethnic origin, language and religion,
provided they have not used or advocated
violence. It advocates fair and early trials
for all political prisoners and works on
behalf of such persons detained without
charge or trail. It opposes the death penal
ty and torture for all prisoners without
reservation.
In conjunction with other Amnesty
groups, we are trying to find out what
happened to Antonio Francisco Penate
Melara of El Salvador. A professor of
business administration and owner of a

small photography shop in San Salvador.
He was taken from his shop on June 30,
1982. Though he was later seen at La
Esperanza prison, his arrest has never
been acknowledged by the government. If
Antonio is alive, he should be released or
brought to trial. If Antonio is dead, the
government should tell his wife and son
what happened, and ensure that no one
else will "disappear."
"Disappearances" refers to the taking of
a person into custody by authorities or
with their complicity and the subsequent
denial of the victim's detention.
"Disappearances" usually result in tor
ture and execution. Because the academic
community in El Salvador has been
perceived as subversive by the govern
ment, many students and professors have
"disappeared."
Amnesty International, with the help of
students and teachers around the world,
hopes to end the practice of "disap
pearances." Come to the meeting to find
out how you can help. And help us find
out what happened to Antonio Penate.
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Sample Sale
Nov. 5-7
European Knitware
pants, skirts, leggings,
sweaters, and blouses
at even lower prices

$5 — $30
at the

Warehouse Outlet
581-0808
2645 Financial Court, Suite D
1-5 to Balboa exit, Morena Blvd. North
2 blocks north of Price Club
Entrance in rear of building.

Hours: Tues-Fri 11:00-6:00
Saturday 9:00-2:00
Check, Visa, and MasterCard welcome

.
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by Lucy Kanjer

'An Evening Of Elegance'

It's that time again! Time to start
thinking about Homecoming '87, if
you have not already. The traditional
Homecoming dance, sponsored by
AS and Alumni Relations, will occur
on Saturday, November 14th, at 6pm.
For a price of $35 per couple, you
can experience an evening of food,
dancing, and loads of memories. Ac
cording to Daron Watts, AS Social
Chairman in charge of the dance, the
price for such an ultra-elegant evening
should be about twice the price of the
bid. The AS is absorbing a loss in
order to bring the students and the
alumni the best Homecoming ever.
This year's Homecoming din
ner/dance is experiencing several
firsts and also boasts a few surprises.
For example, it is the first time
Homecoming will be held in the UC
and also the first time the alumni and
the students will be combined at the
same dance. But, you'll just have to go
to the dance to see what the surprises
are!
Cocktails begin at 6pm with dinner
at 8pm and dancing from 9pm until
lam. Cocktails for the alumni will be
served in the Faculty/Staff Dining
Room with a view overlooking the ci
ty and Mission Bay. The students'
cocktails will be served in the foyer of
the UC.

However, for those of you who
think the foyer will look the same as it
does everyday, Daron Watts gives his
assurance that he and the Homecom
ing Commitee have gone to great
lengths to present the students with a
completely different view of the UC.
According to Daron, "Nothing will
be the same. All the furniture will be
gone. The 'living room' will be moved
out as the bars and hors d'oeuvre
tables are moved in. The building will
be closed down all afternoon as it goes
through the stages of transformation
into an elegant building which befits
this year's theme 'An Evening of
Elegance'."
Elegance seems to be the goal in
everything from the decorations to
the food and even to the hired waiters
and waitresses who will serve the food
on rented fine china and silver.
A cash bar will be manned all night
long by hired professional bartenders.
"The food itself is excellent," states
Daron, "much better than the
average chicken and peas dinner you
get at most of those formals."
The Mar Dels will be the evening's
entertainment. They have a great
reputation for providing some of the
best dance music in San Diego. A
D.J. will fill in when the band is
breaking so that there will be con
tinuous music all evening for your

Daron Watts gives his assurance that he and the Homecoming Commit
tee have gone to great lengths to present the student with a completely
different view of the UC.
the lucky lady is until he opens a seal
ed envelope and reads off the name
inside!
Only those students and alumni
who attend the danCe will know who
our queen is. Everyone else will find
out later "through the grapevine."
Bids are on sale now at the box of
fice. There are a limited amount of
tickets available so don't delay. Time
is running out!

listening and dancing pleasure.
Another highlight of the evening
involves the announcement and
crowning of the Homecoming Queen.
Usually the queen is crowned at the
game, but the ceremony will instead
be held at the dance at some point
later in the evening.
The 1987 Homecoming Queen will
be announced by Social Chair Daron
Watts, but not even he will know who

USD Volunteers!
by Bonnie Bartel
This Saturday and Sunday is Senior
Citizens Outreach in which USD students
will be going in teams of two or three
students to the homes of senior, citizens to
help them work around the yard or house
that the seniors are unable to do
themselves.
USD students have participated in this
semi-annual event for several years here at
USD and the tradition continues to grow.
If you haven't yet signed up and want to
participate in this outreach program,

make a difference and sign up today!
Also in Community Service news is
Bobby Hackett, the co-director of the
Campus Outreach Opportunity League
(COOL), who will be stopping at our cam
pus during a week long stay in San Diego.
While on campus he will be attending
today's AS Community Service meeting
which will be open to all in Forum B at
12:00 noon. Join us in finding out the na
tional picture of college student involve
ment in outreach to community as well as
international programs.

VISTA STAFF MEETINGS
Monday Nights At 5:30

—HOMECOMING SPECIAL—
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Looks!
focus!
Answers!

298-6104
6110 Friars Rd., Suite 106, San Diego, CA 92108

Open 6 days a week
Now open for breakfast, lunch, dinner and Sunday brunch.
Look for the two big boulders and cactus at the corner
of Sports Arena & Rosecrans.
3111 Sports Arena Blvd.® (619) 225-9090

Prepare for an "Evening of Elegance"

SPECIAL make-up and haircut
$40 (reg. $50)
make-up and facial .. .$45 (reg. $60)
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Three USD
Students Open
Art Gallery
In La Jolla
It was Saturday morning, March
28, 1987 when they found themselves
finishing the biographies of the ar
tists, framing the photographs, and
hanging the paintings on the walls.
The morning went fast and it was at
4:30 p.m. when the Iturraldes realized
that in an hour-and-a-half the doors
of their dream would be opened to a
new beginning; the beginning of their
first art gallery to feature contem
porary Latin American art.
"La Casa Del Arte" is run by three
USD students. Jose Iturralde, who
graduated in 1986 with a business
degree; Teresa Iturralde, who
graduated in 1985 with an art major;
and Ana Maria Iturralde, who
presently pursues a communications
degree. Teresa is the art director.
With her art knowledge she has been
able to select the best of the new in
novative artists of Latin America. Jose
is the administrator of "La Casa Del
Arte;" and Ana Maria is the public
relations director but mostly helps
Teresa and Jose as an art consultant.
"We are from Mexico City, but for
the past 10 years we have been living
in the United States. We love this
country but we always felt that a gap
existed in the world of art between
the United States and the Latin
American countries. We want to let
. everyone know and share the history,
culture and magic of Latin America
through its artists," Ana Iturralde
said.
The contemporary artists from
Latin America with their great talent
need to be exposed through the
world. Art is the universal language
for all individuals, and Latin
American art is part of this great
world.
"La Casa Del Arte" is the home of
the Iturraldes which will be opened to
everyone who wants to be part of
their dream.
The gallery is located at 7592 Fay
Ave., La Jolla. The phone number is
(619) 456-3922. Hours: Monday
through Saturday, 10 to 6 p.m.;
Fridays, 10 to 8 p.m.; Sundays by
appointment.

The San Diego Ski Bum's Guide To Skiing
by Robert Sousa
Alright all you ski bums, it's time to
drag out those boards and pull out your
credit cards 'cause ski season is just around
the corner. Not much has changed since
last winter. In fact, only one new chairlift
has been added in the whole state of
California, and we are expected to get
another dry ski season this year.
At any rate, when the white stuff starts
falling, you'll want to be prepared, so,
what follows is a comprehensive guide to
some of the best ski areas in the western
United States.
BIG BEAR: If you don't have a lot of
time and you just want to take a day with
some friends to go skiing, then Big Bear,
located about three hours north of San

got four days or more. And now that June
Mountain has been taken over by the
Mammoth ownership, the combined
Mammoth/June ticket is the best bargain
in the state at $25, but watch out for the
big crowds.
TAHOE: Having covered the "local"
areas, it is time to talk about planning
some major trips. Tahoe is always a
favorite among Californians and there are
numerous ski resorts to choose from. To
name a few: Kirkjwood, Heavenly Valley,
Sugar Bowl and Squaw Valley. Lift tickets
at these areas run anywhere between $24
and $30. After last winters drought, many
of the Tahoe ski resorts have learned their
lesson and have added snow making
equipment, making it possible to ski from

Join The
Vista
Diego, is your best bet. The ti
popular resorts are Snow Summit, Snow
Valley and Goldmine.
Goldmine is the best of the three for the
advanced skier, offering a 1,900 foot ver
tical drop, the steepest in the area. Both
Snow Valley and Snow Summit cater
more to the novice/intermediate skier. In
fact, 65 percent of Snow Summit's 16 miles
of runs are for the intermediate. Don't ex
pect any powder up here though; most of
the snow is packed slush, but when your
hard up, it's better than nothing!
MAMMOTH: Not much needs to be
said about Mammoth Mountain. It's one
of the most popular resorts on the west
coast. Located about eight hours north of
San Diego, it's well worth the trip if you've

top to bottom on homemade snow.
UTAH: Moving out east, there are the
famed powder infested slopes of Utah.
Powder is synonymous with such resorts
as Park City, Snowbird and Alta. Alta is a
personal favoriate because of their ex
cellent runs and $12 lift tickets.
Regardless, once you ski Utah, you won't
want to ski in California again.
If crowds are a real bother, then head to
Dear Valley where the number of skiers
on the mountain is limited to 3,000. Ex
pect to pay around $25 to $30 at most of
the areas in Utah — but heck, it's worth it.
All the resorts offer no less than a 2,000
foot vertical drop, and all are within 30
miles of downtown Salt Lake.
COLORADO: The next stop is Coliait* U I J » U I
•awn •

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS
PHYSICAL THERAPISTS

Intersession

PHARMACISTS

Register
Now
Some classes will
fill quickly
Registration
now being accepted
Founders 108

orado and before you leave, be sure to
pack your credit cards! Aspen just raised
their prices to $35 a day and most of
the popular resorts aren't far behind.
There are too many ski resorts to name,
but some familiar ones are Vail, Steam
boat and Copper Mountain. Ihave heard
that Purgatory is great for beating the
crowds at the more popular ski areas, and
of course, they have the* same great snow
that has made Colorado famous for its ski
ing.
Some other western ski areas not outlin
ed but deserve mentioning are Mt.
Bachelor in Oregon; Sun Valley in
Idaho; and Taos in New Mexico.
Well, there you have it; whether skiing
for a day or going on a major ski safari, all
these western ski areas offer a little of
everything. It is just a matter of how
elaborate you want to get. By the way, be
sure to attend the second annual ski show
this Friday through Sunday. For more
info call 563-7686.

November 10-12
11 a. A p.m.
Sponsored by:

More info, in Student Affairs

The Air Force can make
you an attractive otter — out
c
standing co.,.r
opportunities for professional
development. You can have a
challenging practice and time
to spend with your family while
you serve your country. Find out
what the Air Force offers. Call
519-292-8863 COLLECT

Q o<> o
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NEWoYEARS EVE

DOWNTHE

THAMES

StudentTravel Network would
like to invite you to celebrate the New
Year London-style; partying down
the Thames River in a glass boat with
other student travelers. There'll be
music, plenty of dancing and some
one to guide you through the sights
you'll be seeing as you sail along Lon
don's celebrated waterway. A buffet
will be served; wine, beer and soft
drinks are also free. All you have to
do is purchase your round-trip ticket
to London from STN. Los Angeles
fare from $559.
COME JOIN THE FUN -With STN!

STUDENT
TRAVEL
NETWORK
LOS ANGELES (213)380*2184
W. HOLLYWOOD (213)934*8722
SAN DIEGO (619)286*1322
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Wednesday Nights At Tio Leo's, Come Join The Fun
by Monica Sanchez
If you're looking for a place to party
Wednesday nights and the usual USD
haunts look like ghost towns, come down
to Tio Leos and rejoice with the other
friendly spirits.
Located off Morena Blvd., across the
street from Carl's Jr., Tio Leos is rapidly
becoming the place to be between 8 and 11
pm on Wednesdays.
Senior Senators Bob Brown and Dan
Geiger negotiated the Wednesday night
USD happy hours with the management
at Tio Leos towards the end of September,
and the idea quickly caught on. The drink
specials include $1.25 margaritas and
Cuervo Gold shots, as well as $1.00

Michelob and Michelob Light drafts.
Chips and salsa are available upon request
at no extra cost, and Mexican hors
d'oeuvres such as taquitos can be ordered
from the appetizer menu.
Geiger said that it was "a good oppor
tunity for people to take a break and
mingle." Such a good opportunity, in fact,
that over 150 students showed up the first
week. Turnout has decreased somewhat in
the past two weeks, but the Senators at
tribute to midterm cramming.
According to Geiger, attendance will
determine how much of a discount they
can ask Tio Leos for on drink specials. As
he said "We will push for better drink
specials if more people show up."

Even though Tio Leos originally
established and advertises Thursday
nights as USD nights, Geiger and Brown
insist that Wednesdays are the best nights
to enjoy the drink specials. This is due in
part, explains Brown, to the activities
sponsored by the AS on Thursdays. "We
didn't want to do it Thursday because it
would take people away from Showcase
and Lark," said Brown "besides, students
need a midweek break."
Entertainment has been one of the less
attractive aspects of Tio Leos. As one stu
dent complained on her way out, "It (the
band) was too hard to dance to." Geiger
explained that "the restaurant books its
own entertainment through a talent agen

Now that you've gotten into USD,
IBM can help you get more out of it.
The road to graduation is paved
with term papers, lab reports, cramming,
all-nighters and, of course, exams.
'Io ease that journey and awaken
your professors to your exceptional
abilities, we suggest the newest member
of the IBM® Personal System/2'M family:
the Model 25 Collegiate.
It's a high-powered personal compu
ter with advanced graphics capabilities,
designed to fit on your desk without
adding to the clutter. And it comes with
a generous 640 KB memory, two 3.5"
diskette drives and an aid package every
student can appreciate—a big discount,

plus Microsoft® Windows 1.04, Write, Paint,
Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and a mouse.
Pop in the load-and-go diskette and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help
you write and revise long papers and
illustrate your points by combining
words and graphics. So your professors
will draw favorable conclusions about
your work.
For more information on the Model
25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Education
Product Coordinator on campus.
You'll quickly learn how to get the
most out of the IBM Personal ==-== ®

Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark and Personal System/2 is a trademark of the International
Business Machines Corporation. © IBM 1987.

cy. We have no say. Maybe in the future
we may want to get a band that USD
likes, but we need student support."
The atmosphere in the bar is very
friendly, as are the bartenders. But don't
be fooled by its laid-back appearance —
carding is very strict.
The management is careful about letting
people drive under the influence of
alcohol, and they
have college cab
brochures on hand in case a student needs
to call. Brown is appreciative of this con
cern: "They (the management) keep a
close eye on students that are drinking;
they really seem to care."
It seems that Tio Leos has become the
place to be on Wednesday nights. Watch
for t-shirts and tanks coming soon to this
campus.

Military Triples
Strike Training
The U.S. military will triple its live air
strike training capability with the $74
million purchase of four advanced air
> combat training ranges from Cubic Cor
poration of San Diego, the company an
nounced.
The Naval Air Systems Command con
tract has an additional $14 million in op
tions, and calls for installation of elec
tronic range systems on military training
ranges near Marine Corps Air Stations at
Cherry Point, N.C., and Beaufort, S.C.;
at Homestead Air Force Base, Fla.; and at
the Air National Guard Field Training
Site at Gulfport, Miss., Cubic said.
The contract means the nation's only
production line for air combat training
ranges will remain open, according to
Cubic officials, retaining 300 electronic
engineering jobs and creating about 100
new civilian jobs at range locations.
"After 12 years of building increasingly
sophisticated ranges, steady procurement
of new air combat training ranges came to
a halt in 1985," noted Cubic Vice Presi
dent Bob Moore. "This contract ensures
not only the retention of our talented
technical staff, but also that we'll be able
to advance this very effective training
technology even further in coming years."

How to start
your law career
before you start
law school.

Start with the Kaplan LSAT
prep course. After taking
Kaplan, thousands of LSAT
students score between 40 and
48. And those scores give you
the best shot at getting into
the school of your choice and
going on to the top firms or
corporations. Call today

1KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

4780 Clairemo^t Mesa Blvd. I
San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 277-6744
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Inconsistencies Mar
San Diego Opera
by Brian Costlow
What could have been a fine perfor
mance of Donzetti's The Elixir of Love by
the San Diego Opera Company was trip
ped up by one bad performance.
The performances by John Del Carlo as
Dulcamara and David Malis as Belcore
could be two of the best performances seen
this season.
Both sang strongly and with great color
and tone control, although Malis had a
few problems with sustained notes in the
lower register.
Glenys Fowles also put in a good vocal
performance in the part of Adina, she has
a rich clear voice that is put to good use
here, although her stagework was not
quite on par with the singing.
Del Carlo and Malis both overplayed
their acting somewhat, playing for the au
dience, while Fowles relied more on her
voice to carry the tone of Donzetti's com
edy.
While either interpretation is correct (I
prefer the former), one wishes Director
Lou Galterio had gotten a more consistent
style from his performers.
Unfortunately, highly-touted Tenor
Denes Gulyas, as Nemorino, did not live
up to his reputation. After a shaky start,
he settled down and sang with a nice tone,
clean phrasing, and a light touch to his
voice that suited his opera well. His projec

tion was so poor, however, that when
singing with the other performers, he
often sounded as though he was
backstage. His voice was completely lost
on several occasions while singing with
the chorus.
Deborah Clague, playing the minor
role of Gianetta, was much improved from
her performance in Rigoletto, putting on
an adaquete, though not outstanding per
formance.
The orchestra, conducted by Willie An
thony Waters, was crisp and light, and
sounded much better than they did during
last month's Rigoletto, but once again
there were tempo problems between the
musicians and the chorus.
The chorus sang well, and both their
movement and positioning, and that of
the principal performers looked good and
flowed very well.
The sets, designed by Robert Darling for
the San Francisco Opera, were both in
novative and whimsical, with pieces that
rotated for scene changes, slanting roof
lines and out of proportion walls that
looked like a childrens' book illustration.
All in all, not a totally bad work, but if
they could just bring it together once this
season...
Donzetti's The Elixer of Love will be
performed again on Nov. 6 &c 8. For fur
ther information please call 232-7637.

Pave The Way For Mikey Dreads Return
by Andy Bartlett
Entertainment Editor
Friday, November 6, 1987 Mikey Dread
returns triumphantly to San Diego to play
at Rio's. The show is being produced and
sponsored by Trade Roots Reggae shop in
Golden Hill. All those 18 and over are
welcome to attend. Rio's will serve drinks
to those over 21, but to facilitate the large
demand for Reggae productions for the
under-age crowd Trade Roots has con
vinced them to allow the show to be 18
and over.
Mikey Dread is known world wide as a
performer, recording artist, producer, and
Disc Jockey. His credits are incredibly long
and his influence on the Reggae world is
immense. Since 1976 he has been highly
involved in all aspects of the music
business. He is credited with the innova
tion of the first Reggae radio show in
Jamaica. His radio credits do not stop
there, Mikey has produced similar shows
in the U.K., Australia, Holland, France,
Malta, and yes, even here in the U.S.A.
Mikey Dread is the epitomy of
Rastafarian enthusiasm. He is by no
means a man apart from his religion or his
music, Mikey has utilized his time and
energy to propel all and any roots and
culture operations. One merely needs to sit
in view of his awesome accomplishments;
the Clash did this and in turn Mikey pro
duced their most innovative work Sandinista. Musicians the world over have
selected Mikey to handle their production
work. His projects in the television in
dustry are equally as commendable, Mikey
is responsible for several multi-part televi
sion series in Britain and he narrated a
Japanese TV Rastafarian documentary.
Mikey Dread has received awards and
honors by both the Oxford University
Press and the Jamaican Broadcasting Cor
poration. He is a professional doing a pro

fessional job and is being recognized the
world over for it.
What the ears and eyes of America need
to do is open up the wavelengths and let
Dread take the controls. If this show is a
success then the Trade Roots shop will
have the opportunity to turn San Diego
on to 18 and over Reggae shows every
week. Come to Rio's and show your sup
port.

FRIDAY

Love and Rockets release Earth, Sun, Moon LP.

\

Love And Rockets Find Balanced Sound
by Ken Jillson

Earth Sun Moon marks the psychedelic
bubble-men known collectively as Love
and Rockets' third L.P. It is also the trios
most focused work to date in that the
album creates a delicate balance between
their earlier sound and the sound of the
early seventies psychedelic movement. At
times the light acoustic guitar and richly
accented vocals seem to echo those of
their English predessors. The Beatles (in
their later experimental stage) and Bowie,
while at others the thick distortion and
plodding rhythm of the tracks are reminis
cent of their own roots as Bauhaus. It is
this successful combination that makes
the record possibly their best effort to
date.
The band itself has had a long and color
ful history and has undergone several
transformations before its members finally
grouped as Love and Rockets. Comprised
of three-fourths of the lengendary
Bauhaus, the members now include Daniel
Ash on vocals, guitar and sax, David J. on
bass and Kevin Haskins on drums. After
Bauhaus disbanded due to the exit of singer
Peter Murphy and David J., Ash and
Haskins formed the Bauhaus clone Tones
on Tail which enjoyed moderate success
with their dance hit "Go!" and subsequent
albums. Peter Murphy and David J. mean
while had formed the experimental Dali's
Car that quickly fell apart and led both
performers into various solo projects.

Shortly after, all but Murphy regrouped
but not as revamped Bauhaus. Preferring
a more earthy mind-expanding alternative
than their earlier gothic "death" sound,
Love and Rockets was born. They in turn
released the impressive "Seventh Dream of
a Teenage Heaven" and last years "Ex
press."

Earth Sun Moon, the groups most diverse
and challenging effort to date, is actually a
key step backward into a simpler time.
Without exception Love and Rockets
seems to refuse to acknowledge commer
cial or critical expectations. Their first
single "No New Tale to Tell" is a perfect
example of their enigmatic electric folk as
well as being one of the standouts on the
album. Other outstanding moments are
the unashamedly Beatlesque "Rainbird,"
"Waiting for the Flood" and its cathedral
filling chorus and the benediction
"Everybody wants to go to Heaven."
Even taking into consideration the fact
that I may be slightly biased since this has
been one of my favorite groups in any of
their forms, I would rank this album
highly among the years' releases. There's
something about the softly phased fuzziness of the guitar and the celestial croons
of the vocals that make this band very
special. All I know is that when Daniel
Ash whispers "Do you want to go to
Heaven?" I grab my walkman and want to
be first in line to get my wings.

COME CELEBRATE TRADE ROOTS 2 N D ANNIVERSARY
—'AT'"

advanced
tickets at

$7

TRADE ROOTS
2040 FERN ST.
(near 30th)

239-5832 &
Ticketmaster
$8

At The Door

Produced in association with

DREAD AT THE CONTROLS
PRODUCTION
FALK & MORROW TALENT
TRADE ROOTS
AND HIS D.A.T.C. BAND

4258 W. Point Loma Blvd.
(Near Midway Dr.)

225-9559
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Lions and Ghosts Explode
Into Music Scene
by Karley Bailie

Lions and Ghosts is a new, exciting
band from Los Angeles. Their debut
album, Velvet Kiss, Lick of the Lime, was
recently released by EMI America.
Lions and Ghosts has a unique sound.
Even on their own album, each song has a
different style and sound. You have to ad
mire this band's individuality. No label
fits them. They make music that they en
joy. Their music is quality and you can tell
that they care about it.
The members of the band are distinctly
different from each other, which may ac
count for the variety of musical style on
the album. Rick Parker, lead vocals, con
veys the band's view of people and life
with "I like people who don't care about
conventions ... I like extremes." The
band and its music obviously follows this
view. Their music varies from rock and
roll, psychedelia, jazz, and mystic sur
realism. It is energetic but also mature
music which communicates the band's in
vestigations of the world. Michael
Lockwood, guitar and vocals, com
municates the variations on the album
with "It's every side, every personality
squeezed onto vinyl." Michael Murphy,
drums and vocals, likes the aspect of live
performances where there is personal com
munication between the band and the au
dience. The band was partly signed
because of their strong live performances.
Todd Hoffman, bass, explains the band's

reason for making the music that they do
with, "I get out of music what I feel."
This album will impress the listener. For
a debut album, it is extremely well put
together and thought out. The band is
mature and knows what they are doing
but there is still a sense of excitement,
energy, and unpredictability.
This album has its fair share of conven
tional rock songs with "Passion," "Mary
Goes Round," and "Contradiction" but
this conventional side is offset by a
number of unusual songs worth mention
ing. "Man in a Car" is a sad song, which
tells the story of a man and a woman driv
ing in their cars. They were both once in
love with each other but have fallen into
boredom. Just as they decide to give love
another chance, they get into a car acci
dent with each other and both die. It
seems like quite a morbid story, but it is
ironically offset by a cheerful tempo, using
a violin and a rhythm that reminds you of
the Beatles. "Stay" is a slow, romantic
ballad employing a violin. "Girl on A
Swing" has a slow, jazzy tempo reminis
cent of Sade and Swing Out Sister. "When
the Moon is Full" has a classical violin in
troduction which turns into the sound of
an electric guitar. The band manages to
bring different sounds and musical styles
together making unusual and powerful
music.
With the many bands on the scene,

NY PI)
NEW YORK PIZZA DBWZTMENT

U.S.D. STUDENT AND FACULTY

• SPECIAL •

15%
DISCOUNT

With U.S.D. I.D. Card
Offer good anytime throughout the year
Not valid with any other offer

PIZZA • SANDWICHES • SALADS

FREE DELIVERY
Anywhere On Campus
$5.00 Minimum

296-0911

6110 Friars Road at Las Cumbres
Open until Midnight

TUESDAYS 2 FOR 1
LASAGNA DINNER

WITH GARLIC BREAD AND DINNER SALADS
Not valid on deliveries

Second Lasagna Dinner FREE with the purchase of the first at the regular price of $5.99

EMI Recording Artists Lions and Ghosts.
Lions and Ghosts stand out. They work
hard and care for their music and it
shows. Their conventional songs wear a
little thin after a while but their unusual

compositions outshine them. Give Lions
and Ghosts a listen and expect more great
music from this band in the future, if they
keep their fresh, energetic attitude.

L.A.'s The Brigade (formerly Youth Brigade).

The Brigade Expand Their Sound
by Pete Meyer
It has been a while since we have heard
from The Brigade, but they are back and
as good as ever. Their latest album, Come
Together, although not their best, is good.
Formerly The Your Brigade and the
founders of Better Youth Organization
records, Shawn, Mike, and Bob Stern
have polished up their act.
The band has weathered recent charges
of selling out to larger audiences, but in
reality have just matured into a respectable
eighties punk band. Although they have
mellowed a lot since the early eighties, the
hey-day of punk, they still get the message
through.
The Brigade has returned to their roots,
listing early Damned and TSOL as in
fluences on this album. Almost all the
tracks, even though there are only six on
the album, have the classic punk oriented
baseline. The opening track, "Struggle
Within," documents the trials and tribula
tions of growing up in America in the
eighties with constant references to the
Central America conflict. This song has
the lyrical content of a good left wing
band but they deliver it with pounding
drums and bass along with rap style
vocals. The second track is entitled "War
For Peace." It starts out as a slow piano
ballad and after a minute or so of being

subjected to this elevator music I was
ready to toss the album. Suddenly the
song picked up the pace and turned into
the best song on the album. This song is
where the early Damned influence is at its
strongest. It could have easily been traded
with any of the Damned's early material.
The one song that will have anybody who
likes love songs rolling in the aisles is "It's
Coming." It's is a punk love ballad that
revolves around meeting in the meat
market and love at first sight among the
steaks.
The Brigade also express their favorite
shut up and leave me alone attitude in two
songs, "I'm Not Like Everybody Else" and
"The Isolationist."
The album ends with the track "Live,
Love, and Learn." This is the most
depressing song on the album. The
Brigade has reverted to the theme of gee,
the world is a really lousy place to live, but
you're here and it's here so deal with it or
shut up.
Come Together has been out awhile now
but it hasn't been widely distributed
because BYO records is still relatively
small. If The Brigade can keep up the level
of quality that they have on this album
they will be around for a long time in one
form or another. So support your local
Better Youth Organization and get this
album.

Trips To Be Taken
Tonight 11/5: The Bolshoi, Bac
chanal, 8:00 p.m.
Friday 11/6: Mikey Dread, Rio's,
8:00 p.m. (Support your local Rastas).
Saturday 11/7: The Paladins, Rio's,
8:00 p.m.

Sunday 11/8: John Lee Hooker,
Belly Up, 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday 11/11: A1 Dimeola,
Bacchanal, 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday 11/11: Jimmy Cliff, Bel
ly Up, 9:00 p.m.
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Harry's Half Dozen

'Top Men's
Restrooms On
Campus'

Lost Weekend
San Francisco goes especially crazy on
halloween. This is due to a currently over
ruled city ordinance that used to prohibit
the gays from dressing in drag; except for
on halloween. So waking up on an
airplane bound for this land of merriment
was a startling way to start the halloween
weekend.
Yet as my memory came back, I realized
spontaneity entered into my life Thursday
night at Newport Annies. Yes friends were
picking me up at the airport and what
would turn out to be a lost weekend was
about to begin.
With this thought in mind, I
remembered I was to be part of a group
costume. Take from the rich and give to
the poor was our group motto. Robin
Hood, Friar Tuck and the two big Irish
drunks were our outfits and we were about
to invade. The streets of San Francisco
were our Sherwood Forest and an orange
V.W. Bug was our chariot. Our goals were
first to share the wealth and second to find
as many fair maid Marian's as possible.
This fairy tale began in the hills of Lone
Mountain in the center of Sherwood
Forest. Conveniently enough the
Naughtingham naughty spirit store was
located next to Lone Mountain. Ale and
Grog was in abundance. The bum on the
corner was glad to see us sharing the
wealth. After drinking more than our fill,
the pursuit of our goals began.
Our first stop was at a house party that
little John was throwing for the Renegades
of Sherwood Forest. Plenty of spirits were
flowing at the party and hoopla lurked in
every corner, as we were about to meet our
second goal. A pig was trying to pick up
on Robin. However, a twofold problem
arose: Jl) she was not a fair maiden, (2) she
was not wearing a costume. But have no
fear for the Hirey Kirshners showed up as
did a wimpy cowboy. We found out he
was a wimpy cowboy when one of the big
Irish drunks beat him up. We were now
wanted by the sheriff of Naughtingham.
We had to flee this party and go elsewhere.
Shanghai Kelly's was our next stop.
Here is where we met our destiny for this
particular evening. Reality set in as the
lights dimmed, cocktails swiveled and four
Egyptian slave girls walked into the bar.
Our destiny was to be fulfilled as we
shared the wealth by buying them drinks
and taking them all in the name of
Hedonism. You have got to love hallo
ween. Hey don't knock it, it is only going
to get worse with Torero Week coming up.

1. LOWER LEVEL COPLEY
LIBRARY: This complex contains the
single largest stall in the Western World.
Hell, it's like a darn living room! Hook up
your stereo, tv, and vcr and enjoy your
own personal entertainment center as you
lounge in luxury on the commode. Always
clean and pretty hilarious graffitti as well.
Thumbs up from the Hadj.
2. THIRD FLOOR SERRA HALL:
Fling open the stall door and stare out the
spacious windows as you take in a
breathtaking view of picturesque Mission
Bay and historic Old Town. A gentle
breeze highlights the calm and pleasurable
experience. Afterward, exit to the veranda
and stroll on the rooftop as you soak this
all in with complimentary martini.
3. CAMINO HALL NEXT TO THE
HEALTH CENTER: This virtually
unknown and seldom used little hideaway
presents a pleasant surprise to even the
most discriminating lavatory lounger.
Become lost in a myriad of the most
creative and intellectually stimulating graf
fitti found on campus.
4. LOWER LEVEL UNIVERSITY
CENTER: Clay tiles and artistic paintings
highlight this enjoyable trip back to the
days of the Spanish Renaissance. With
numerous stalls provided, a game of 'guess
who's behind door #1' or "what was left
behind in door #5" makes for an exciting
pasttime and challenge." Rich Marty's per
sonal favorite!
5. FOUNDERS HALL NEAR CAM
PUS MINISTRY: With no visible sign to
distinguish sexes one never knows what
will happen in this wild washroom.
Remodeled in modern porcelin with at
tractive light blue tile — put this down as a
must see on your restroom tour list.
6. DESALES NEXT TO SOLOMON
LECTURE HALL: Without a doubt the
most serene and peaceful of all campus
commodes. Large windows provide an ex
cellent night time view of the President's
Rose Garden. This isolation tank is
wonderful for meditation or just reflecting
while poised on the porcelin potty.

Due to recent occurrences of party uprisings in
Valley Housing, R.A.'s have been given a free hand in
maintaining order. Here tivo R.A.'s are demonstrating
a new technique in party disbanding.

Hostile Man
RETURNS NEXT WEEK!

The FAR Side

®'9«7 umvt.ul P.tM Synd»cttt

by
Gary Larson

If I only
had a brain,
I'd Read the VISTA

Piglet practical jokes

"Well, Mr. Rosenburg, your lab results look
pretty good — although I might suggest your
testosterone level is a tad high."

"So close and yet so tar."
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Volleyball Notch Second WCAC Victory
With a win over Gonzaga this weekend,
the USD volleyball team improved its
record to 2-5 in the West Coast Athletic
Conference and 4-14 overall. The Toreras
also lost over the weekend to Portland on
the road trip to the Northwest.
Jody Conners led the Toreras in their
15-10, 15-12, 16-18, 15-8 win over Gon
zaga. The junior had 21 kills, 16 digs, and
three blocks. Teammates Ruth Bajo and
Cindy Silldorff each chipped in with 10
kills apiece, while setter Teresa Myers had
45 assists. Senior Kris Mitchell had a
strong all-around match, with eight kills,
five service aces, 14 digs and five blocks.

Against Portland, USD lost 15-11, 7-15,
15-10, 15-5. Mitchell had 11 kills and 12
digs, while Silldorff had 10 kills and 11
digs for USD in the Friday night match.
USD is still in seventh place in the
WCAC with its 2-5 record, ahead of St.
Mary's, which is 1-7 in WCAC play. The
Toreras turn right around this weekend
and play host to Portland Thursday and
then Gonzaga on Saturday. Gonzaga is in
sixth place in the conference, just one-half
game ahead of USD with a 3-5 mark.
Portland is tied with Loyoal Marymount
for fourth place with 4-4 records.
Both games this weekend begin at 7:30
pm at the USD Sports Center.

Soccer Seeded Fourth For Championship
The USD soccer team will turn its full
attention to the West Coast Athletic Con
ference Championship Tournament this
weekend at St. Mary's College in Moraga.
The Toreros are seeded fourth in the
four team tourney and will meet San Fran
cisco in the first round. Portland and San
ta Clara will square off in the other
semifinal.
USD, which is now 11-5-2, did not face
the Dons in the regular season. USF is
currently 12-4-2 on the season and was
ranked among the top 20 teams in the
country for most of the season. Portland is
13-5-1, while Santa Clara is 10-6-1. USD
lost to USF in the finals last season.
USD split its two matches last week,
defeating UC Santa Barbara 2-1 before
falling to UC San Diego 2-1. Eric Deutsch
and Bob Welsh scored for the Toreros
against UCSB, while Deutsch had the
team's lone tally against the Tirtons. That
loss snapped a five match unbeaten streak
for USD.

USD Hoopsters Open 1987-88
Season With Exhibition
Head Coach Hank Egan, beginning his
fourth season at the helm of the Universi
ty of San Diego basketball program, will
unveil his 1987-88 squad on Friday,
November 6th against the San Diegobased Athletes in Action team. Game
time is 7:30 pm at the USD Sports Center.
Admission is free to the public.
The Toreros are coming off of their best
season ever in eight years of Division I
competition. Gone from Coach Egan's
'86-87 team that finished with a 24-6
record and a 13-1 WCAC mark are six
seniors that contributed approximately
70.0% of the team's scoring and took care
of 70.0% of the rebounding chores.
The lone returning starter for this
season is junior guard Danny Means (8.0
ppg), who paced USD with 18 points in
their heartbreaking 62-61 loss to Auburn
in the first round of the NCAA's. Five
other returning players who will be called

upon by Coach Egan for increased playing
time including senior forward Marty
Munn (3.4 ppg), senior center Jim Pelton
(2.8 ppg), junior guard Mike Haupt (0.9
ppg), sophomore guard Craig Cottrell (3.2
(ppg) and sophomore forward Brian Ander
son (1.5 ppg).
Head Coach Hank Egan, who was nam
ed the West Coast Athletic Conference
Coach of the Year this past season, will
have five new recruits that he hopes will
be able to make immediate contributions:
junior guard Efrem Leonard (13.1 ppg),
freshman guard Kelvin Means (21.0 ppg)
freshman forward John Sayers (19.2 ppg),
freshman forward Keith Colvin (17.0 ppg)
and freshman guard Randy Thompson
(16.9 ppg).
Athletes in Action holds a 3-1 series
lead over the Toreros. In last year's con
test, AIA defeated the Toreros 82-79 as
Lorenzo Romar scored 21 points. USD
was paced by Mark Manor's 22 points.

Swimmers Get Season Underway

Coach Seamus McFadden looks on
while his Toreros prepare for San
Francisco at the WCAC Champion
ship.
Photo by John Dasher

Homecoming Bids On Sale
At The Box Office

CONTACT LENS
$79 complete*
Daily soft lenses

The USD women's swim team gets its
season underway this Saturday and Sun
day with a pair of meets.
The Toreras, coached by Gary Becker,
open things up with UC Irvine on Satur
day at noon. Then Sunday, USD swims
against CSU Los Angeles and CSU San
Bernardino in a tri-meet at 1 pm, with
both meets being at the USD pool.
"The girls are swimming real well right
now," said Becker. "If everyone stays out
and stays healthy, we should do well."
The Toreras will be looking to improve
their 4-7 meet record from a season ago.
They will again be competing in the
Pacific Coast Swimming Conference,

where they finished third last year.
"All these early meets are tune-ups for
the National Catholic Swim Champion
ships (Dec. 3-5) and then the conference
season," explained Becker.
The Toreras will be counting on a trio of
swimmers who enjoyed great success with
the team last season. Martina Rider,
Heather Hockett and Shelley Otto should
all be big contributers to the team for the
1987-88 season.
The Toreras will also have divers par
ticipating with the squad this season, led
by diving coach Laurie Shirk. Another
new coach, Rick Benjamin, will assist
Becker with the swimmers.

Sport Shorts
Volleyball,

Thurs. Nov. 5 vs
Portland, Home 7:30 pm. Sat. Nov. 7 vs
Gonzaga, Home 7:30 pm.
Soccer, Sat. Nov. 7 vs USF at WCAC
Championship. Sun. Nov. 8, Champion
ship or Consolation.
Swimming, Sat. Nov. 7 vs UC Irvine,
Home 12 noon. Sun. Nov. 8 vs CSU Los
Angeles &. CSU San Bernardino, Home 1
pm.
Football, Sat. Nov. 7 vs St. Mary's,
Away 1 pm.

Look In Next
Week's Vista For
All The News On
The Victorious
Torero Football
Team

$99 complete*
Extended soft lenses

$129 complete*
Tinted soft lenses

•Price includes: Exam • Fitting
Chemical care kit • 30-day follow-up
Softmate XW, Cooperthin DW
Paraperm XW/DW for myopia, Cibacolor

Gas Permeable Hard Lens
Daily wear $149 complete*
Extended wear $199 complete*

283-5858

Dr. John McDonald
4114 Adams Avenue, Kensington/Normal Heights
-Hwy. 15 8t Hwy. 8

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 8-5

WEDNESDAY NIGHT...
USD NIGHT!!

Happy Hour
7-11 pm
$1°° Michelob Draft
5302 Napa St.
San Diego
542-1462

Mexican Restaurant and Cantina
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IM Flag Football At Its Finest
It rained and it poured, but IM Football
went on. To the guys who wimped out
. and didn't want to get dirty, you missed a
fun time. The ones who didn't get muddy
were rather upset, so they made a running
dive just to prove to the girls they were
just as involved as the next guy.
It's been The Beggars all year, but the
Sports Center is going with San Diego
Vice to win it all. They're just in a
tougher league. The Beggars did prove
their point by holding the # team, Ab
solute Authority, to another zero point
total to keep an unscored upon season.
Bob Reisinger had 3 TD catches from Bill
Jones in the 26-0 victory. Supreme
Court got by Untouchable Force 12-7.
Both of those teams are in the playoffs.
S.D. Vice showed up Sigma Pi 26-6 to
land the #2 seed for the post-season play.
Eric Thompson connected with Walter
Menck 3 times which was more than what
Sigma Pi had bargained for. Take Me
Deep EEEdith beat up on the
Schlongducker in a 40-12 annihilation.
We're still checking on how this happen

ed. Word-Up Wrecking Crew is look
ing pretty tough as they scored 42 points
against Damnum Et Injuried, a team
that only scored 8 points all year. Mike
Licosatti had a big game for the victors,
however, the rain washed out any
evidence of this fact from the scoresheet.
Word-Up Wrecking Crew will pro
bably play S.D. Vice in the semis to
decide who gets the chance to play The
Beggars. In a game that was almost
played, if Brew Crew would have shown
up, they could have been in the playoffs.
Since they didn't B.B.L.B. and Flesh got
to back right in.
As for the B-League, the Phi Kaps and
Doug Gadker finally got it together this
week with a 20-0 victory over Off. The
screamer of the week was the 19-18 victory
Rick Anderson and Guardians of Hell
scored over John Nothdurft and the H.
Busters. Nothdurft caused more people
to fall in the mud than anyone else in the
rainy day of football. The Deep Sixers
made With Themselves wonder why
they even showed up in a 60-0 trounce.

IM Soccer Playoffs Underway
The soccer playoffs began last Thursday
night with Also Hangin' and Brew
Crew squaring off in a women's division
contest. The defending champs stated
quickly with Gina Labovitz taking a
perfect corner kick that was headed in
nicely by Tammy Kelly. Labovitz then
added a goal of her own to give Also
Hangin' an early 2-0 lead. Barb Cook
scored shortly before the half to put Brew
Crew within a goal, but that is as close as
they would get. Despite three goals on the
night by their team captain, Brew Crew
fell to Also Hangin' 4-3.
In the other women's semi-final, it was
the Finnegan and Lawlor show. Kelley
Finnegan closed the regular season as
player of the week, and opened the
playoffs with two quick goals to give
Hackin's Revenge an early lead. Joy
Turner countered for the Rasta Rebels
to make it 2-1, but Jenine Lawlor scored to

Beach V-Ball
Tourney
Date: This Sunday, November 8
Place: Ocean Beach
Check-in: Mens—9:00 a.m. Mixed
10:30 a.m.
SEE YOU AT THE BEACH!

up the lead to 3-1. A Michelle Gillies' goal
late in the half made it 3-2 at the intermis
sion. The second half was all Hackin', as
Lawlor and Finnegan each completed
their hat tricks to put the top-ranked team
in the finals with a 6-3 victory.
In the only mens game, A.I.A. and the
Grad Students got to settle a battle that
had been raging verbally for weeks. And
rage it did! The Grads, in their typical
calculating style controlled the ball. Their
many shots were bound to pay off, and
sure enough Paul Klockenbrink registered
the first goal of the night. Then it was
Mark Hellenkamp. Then Chris Wellborn
found the back of the net. At the half, the
Grad Students had clearly shown why
they were pre-season favorites and had a
33-0 lead. It was well into the second half
before Dan Geiger scored for A.I.A. By
then it was too late. The Graduate
Students advanced to the semi-finals
with a 4-2 victory.
Playoff action continues tonight bet
ween 7:00-10:00 p.m. on the Softball field.
If you want to see IM soccer at its finest,
that is the place to be.

Congratulations are in order for Ollie
North's Pit Bulls as they won 3 games
by forfeit and they'll open up post-season
play against the Phi Kaps. The EMB's
are the pick to win it all and they only
need to win 2 games to do so. The EMB's
have not yet been scored upon and pro
bably won't be. Their defense is just too
quick and too organized for this level of
play.

Powder Puff
Preview
The third annual IM Powder Puff tour
nament takes place this Saturday on the
Soccer Field and here is a quick look at
some of the contenders:
1) Sigma Chi Little Sisters—Last
year's champions look poised to capture
another title. Last year, Tori McFarland
connected with Kelley Jewell for the cham
pionship clinching score, and that com
bination could prove worrisome for op
ponents again.
2) Stevie's Wonder—The USD Soft
ball players won this tourney two seasons
ago, and last year lost a heartbreaker in
the finals. They want their shirts back.
First they will have to replace a few key
players (Linda Anderson, Debbie
Waynick). Anderson, in particular, will be
missed, but rumor has it that Lisa
Zionkowski is ready to replace the all-star
quarterback.
3) Cream Puffs—The most talented
team also has the best attitude. They real
ly do play just for fun. This attitude keeps
the competition open. Should the Cream
Puffs dedicate themselves to winning,
their opponents are in big trouble.
4) Sigma Pi Little Sisters—Can Sigma
Pi win the title? More importantly, can
Dianne Haller go the whole tourney
without getting hurt? The answer to the
first question is yes, only if their offense
can improve enough tomcomplement an
already excellent defense.
5) Phi Kap Little Sisters—The Phi
Kaps in an article on contenders? With
Emelie Tirre, Holly Roloff, and Camille
Barbaro this is actually a playoff caliber
team. Believe it or not!
6) F.L.A.F.T.—O.K. Now we have
gone too far. Still F.L.A.F.T. is a sen
timental favorite, and might even have a
player of the week on their roster.

IM Killer Tsunami
Rolls Over
4 Guys and 3 Girls
In what promised to be the game of the
day, those at poolside witnessed an
awesome display of talent by Killer
Tsunami. The reigning champions
dominated 4 Guys and 3 Girls from the
beginning. The Tsunami offense was led
by Tim OToole, Scott Morey, and Liz
O'Gara, who each contributed four
points. On defense, again OToole led the
way, assisted by Matt Sandberg, and
strong goaltending by Dave La Pluma.
They held Ann Caro, the league's leading
scorer to just four points, 16 points below
her season average. Put all this together
and you have a 19-8 Tsunami victory.
4 Guys and 3 Girls fared much better
in their earlier game, dominating Sigma
Chi. Ann Caro led the way once more
with 20 points, as Tiffany Camarillo add
ed eight. This, combined with a solid
defense which allowed only four points (all
of those to Shanna Wierda), gave 4 Guys
and 3 Girls a 33-4 win. It appears to be
nearly certain that unless A.I.A., who
won by forfeit, or 4 Guys and 3 Girls,
can come up with a game plan to stifle the
Tsunami attack, innertube waterpolo
will have a repeat champion in fall of '87.

La Jolla Limousine
Service

USD Homecoming
Special
$40 per hour/2 hr. min.
The finest in
Chauffered Limousines
1540 Virginia Way, La Jolla, CA 92037

459*5891

It's Not Too Soon
Start forming teams for upcoming 3x3 and
5x5 IM Basketball Tournaments.

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1987

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERB1RD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT

YOGURT & TREAT
SHOPPES
MIDWAY PLAZA

3445 MIDWAY DR. 223-0088
• Fresh Baked Cookies • Ice Cream
show USD ID CARD and receive 15% off any purchase
(May not be used with any other coupon)
IMMWWWWWWWWWWWWMMWWWUWIAMWWWWWIMWWVWWWWWMMW
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Scramble Golf:

Entries Due Wednesday
Entries for the upcoming IM Scramble
Golf Tournament are due this coming
Wednesday, November 11. The tourna
ment will take place Friday, November 13
at the Mission Bay Golf course. Twoperson teams will compete in a scramble-

type (best ball all the way to the hole) for
mat in either the men's or mixed division.
The entry fee is $6.50 per person and this
is an event you won't want to miss!
Also, don't forget the Canyon Run on
Saturday, November 14!

Men's Softball Playoff Preview
A-League
Team
The Beggars
San Diego Vice
Word-Up Wrecking Crew
The Grogmen
Supreme Court
Absolute Authority
Take Me Deep EEEdith
B.B.L.B.
Damnum Et Injurid
Untouchable Force
Flesh

.

Odds
8-5
2-1
3-1
8-1
12-1
12-1
25-1
25-1
40-1

Comment
Still unscored upon.
Thompson to Miltner is league's most
potent combination.
Possess some of the league's best players.
"Everyone go out" offense makes for
entertaining football.
Team break-up hurt them worse.
Team breakpup hurt them worse.
Will be taken very deep by The Beggars.
Running offense is no offense.
Three for the price of one is still no
bargain.

B-League
Team
EMB's
Deep Sixers
Hail Mary's
Phi Kappa Theta
Ollie North's Pit Bulls

Odds
4-5
9-5
5-2
3-1
15-U

Comment
Have outscored opposition 142-0.
The main competition.
Will be severely tested in semis.
Can beat anyone on best day.
Bad news: playoff opponents are likely
to show up.

IM Square Pan
Players Of The Week
A veteran and a rookie share the
spotlight this week as the IM Square
Pan Players of the Week are saluted.
Doug Gadker, the veteran, has been
playing intramural sports for Phi
Kappa Theta for what seems like an
eternity. Some naysayers were saying
that Gadker, the quarterback, had
lost some of his once formidable abili
ty this year. Well don't tell that to
Off. In a game for a playoff spot,
Gadker overcame the rain and picked
apart Off's defense, throwing for two
touchdowns and a two-point conver
sion in the Phi Kaps 20-0 victory.

Gina Labovitz, the rookie, proved last
week that she is one of the premier
women speed soccer players at USD.
By scoring two goals and setting up
another on a perfectly placed corner
kick, Labovitz led Also Hangin' past
the Brew Crew and into tonight's
championship game.
To claim your Square Pan Pizza cer
tificate and T-shirt, look for your pic
ture each Monday on the boards in
front of Serra Hall and Outdoor
Adventures. Then be sure to report to
the Sports Center before Tuesday at
6:00 p.m.

IM Play Of The Week

A triple play is a mighty rare occur
rence, but that is exactly what happened
in last Sunday's game between Slide Em
In and Sigma Chi. Although it didn't
help in the final outcome, it was Slide Em
In that turned the triple killing. Bill Parrot
was on first base and Jim Cuddy was stan
ding on second when Dan O'Connell

lifted a fly ball to right fielder Brent Shaf
fer. Cuddy tagged and tried to go to third,
but Shaffer's throw to third baseman
Geroge Botros was in time for the second
out. On the throw, Parrot attempted to
take second, but Botros throw to short
stop Rob Sporl was in time to end the inn
ing and complete the IM Play of the Week.

After narrowly escaping upsets for the
last two weeks, Senioritis finally fell at
the hands of Coors Light, previously
ranked No. 3. Senioritis trailed by two
going into the doubles after Tim Storm
had managed to defeat Mike Weber in the
best set of the year. Powerful serving set
the tone but in the end it was Storm with
the nerves and self composure to take it
6-5. However, it was Weber and Keith
Gage who teamed up to win the doubles
and the match 17-13. Second-ranked
Delta 9R Delta had no trouble at all
with Down the Line, winning 18-3. It's
looking more and more like Dave Bernauer and Marc Lipschitz will be there in
the end. The fourth-ranked team of
Kingsley/Potarf got quite a scare from
Animal and Hawk before a decisive
doubles victory gave them a 17-14 victory.
Rounding out the scores, Add In
destroyed Team Rasta 18-3. The Box
Workers rebounded from last week's
heartbreak loss with a 13-6 win over
Peterson/Johnson and the Oversized
Heads had no trouble beating Stonie

Ponies 18-5.

Coors Light Upsets
Senioritis In IM Tennis

<*VVS

The best mixed match of the week was
when No. 2 We Want Another Large
met No. 3 Dome/Jones. Alison Jones
managed to defeat Holly Roloff but Brent
Burns' dismantling of Eric Dome and a
rout in the doubles gave Another Large
another win, 17-8. The Fireballs moved
into No. 3 with a 18-9 victory over Ace in
Your Face but still haven't been tested.
Back Off had a long week, winning a
13-10 decision over No Strings Attach
ed and then completing a suspended
match with Strokes Back and Fore,
which they lost 15-10. Susanne Farney did
all she could, winning both her singles
matches. Double Fault the all girl team
won their first match of the year over
winless DT's and Heather Ludwig raised
her "men's" singles record to 3-0. Round
ing out the action were the No Names
with their 18-10 victory over Buff

Beauties.
*Reminder to all teams who have reschedul
ed matches still to be completed. They must be
played before the end of the regular season.
1

STUDENT SPECIAL
CUT & STYLE

I

Women's regular $20. Men's regular $16

Perms $30
Weave (foil) $30
Manicures $5,
Pedicure $10
Acrylic Nails (full set) $25

Long hair extra.

The Beggars: Undefeated, unscored upon, and #1 ranked going into
post season play — that is what Tim McDonnell's flag football team is.
All that figured to change last week as The Beggars faced #5 ranked
Absolute Authority and were without the services of Tom Grace,
Mark Manor, Bob Caya, or Jim Engelman. This game figured to be a
barn burner. It wasn't! Score it 26-0 for The Beggars — IM Flag Foot
ball's #1 team and the IM Miller Lite Team of the Week.

Specials good with ad only through 11-19-87
Not valid when stylist is requested

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN
Full Service
7608 Linda Vista Road (Mesa College Dr. & 163)

268-8865
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You Make The Call

IM Distinctions

Special thanks to football officials Dan
Limberg, Scott Little, Curt Mosdell, Doug
Gadker, Erick Rodriguez, Chris Kitzman,
Don Cochran, Steve Baker, John Abbate,
and Salomon Rojas for keeping Saturday's
games as clean and dry as possible. Also
worthy of thanks are Emelie Tirre, Ilija
Kesic, ancLKathleen Mahoney for keeping
score in the pouring rain.
Now, for this week's You Make The
Call: Hypothetically, let's say Sigma Pi

Oct. 26'Nov. 1

MEN'S SOFTBALL
Game of the Week:

Team of the Week:
Killer Tsunami

Sigma Chi vs. Slide Em In

Player of the Week:

Team of the Week:

Dave La Pluma (Killer Tsunami)

Sigma Chi

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
Game of the Week:

Player of the Week:
Gene Gutierrez (Strokin' Ballgers)

A.I.A. vs. Grad Students

Team of the Week:

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game of the Week:

Grad Students

Player of the Week:

Red Hot Tomatoes vs. ADPI

Softball Playoff Pairings

Klas Lundgren (Grad Students)

Team of the Week:
Player of the Week:

WOMEN'S SPEED SOCCER
Game of the Week:

Dan Geiger (Red Hot Tomatoes)

Brew Crew vs. Also Hangin'

Red Hot Tomatoes

FLAG FOOTBALL — A LEAGUE
Game of the Week:
San Diego Vice vs. Sigma Pi 1

The regular season for men's softball has
come to a close and when the playoffs
begin on Sunday it will be Sigma Chi and

Team of the Week:
Also Hangin'

Uncle Wiggley's Travelling All-Stars

Player of the Week:
Gina Labovitz (Also Hangin')

Team of the Week:

favored to meet in the championship
game. Uncle Wiggley's concluded their
pre-playoff games in impressive fashion
wiping out the Executive Ball Club
16-1. Bob Reisinger, Steve Barbara, Mike
Anthony, and Dan Geiger all homered for
the defending champs. Sigma Chi was
equally impressive in taking apart Slide
Em In 9-4. It was pitching and defense
that were once again the keys for the
undefeated Sigs. Slide Em In threatened
to make a ball game of it scoring four times
in the fourth, but their chances ended as
they left the bases loaded in this, their last
rally.

MEN'S TEAM TENNIS
Match of the Week:

The Beggars

Player of the Week:

Coors Light vs. Senioritis

Walter Menck (San Diego Vice)

FLAG FOOTBALL - B LEAGUE
Game of the Week:
Hymenbusters vs. Guardians of Hill

Team of the Week:
Coors Light

Player of the Week:
Dave Bernauer (Delta 9R Delta)

Team of the Week:

MIXED TEAM TENNIS
Match of the Week:

Phi Kappa Theta

Player of the Week:

We Want Another vs. Dome/Jones

Doug Gadker (Phi Kappa Theta)

Team of the Week:

INNERTUBE WATERPOLO
Game of the Week:

We Want Another Large

Killer Tsunami vs. 4 Guys and 3 Girls

Susanne Farney (Back Off)

Player of the Week:

Tomatoes Are Red Hot Against ADPI
Rain may have washed away Saturday's
co-rec softball games, but it didn't dampen
the enthusiasm for Sunday's Red Hot
Tomatoes-ADPI contest. Although
there was no playoff implications, this
game was for sorority bragging rights and
it was a dandy. The Red Hot Tomatoes
struck first with a run in the first, but
Sandy Seaburg and Mark Bale each cross
ed the plate to give ADPi a 2-1 lead after
an inning and a half. The Tomatoes then
exploded for three runs in the bottom of

has the ball 4th and 8 on their own
32-yard line. Greg Moll completes a pass
to Mike O'Connell whose feet are clearly
past the 40-yard line. The ball, however,
has not crossed the plane of the first down
line. O'Connell then falls and lands with
the ball on his own 39-yard line. You
Make The Call: First down or not?
Answer: NOT. The position of the ball
not the player's feet determine ball place
ment.

the second. Dan Geiger's homerun was
the big blow, but there were also key hits
by Joannie Santoni and Tom Pehl. ADPi
battled back and finally tied the game at
four in the fifth inning. The Red Hot
Tomatoes then countered in their half
with Santoni scoring what proved to be
the winning run in this 5-4 thriller. The
IM department only hopes that this game
was just a preview of a long running
ADPi-Gamma Phi Beta rivalry.

Elsewhere, it was Sigma Pi gaining some
(hopefully?) momentum for the playoffs by

rolling the Guys With (Not So) Big
Sticks 12-2. Greg Moll, Eric Cole, and
Bob Fiorentino all had big games for the
victors. So did Scott Little, Gene Tutierrez, and Tom Pehl in Strokin' Ballgers
14-4 win over the Rising Sons. This noncontest was for the final playoff berth, and
let's fact it, the Rising Sons are many
things. A playoff team is not one of them.
In the B-league, the IM Addicts clinch
ed the pennant when Dickie's Dozen
could only field seven players for their
scheduled game. This was a good ting for
the Addicts too, since the seven that
Rich Spinelli put together thrashed the
IM Addicts 12-2 in a three inning exhibi
tion.
Special IM thanks to Eric Dome. It was
Dome's idea to move Sunday Afternoon's
game to the West Point. If it was not for
his quick thinking, those games would
never have been played.

The Latest Line
Team

Odds

Uncle Wiggley's
Sigma Chi

6-5
9-5

Rug Munchers
Slide Em In
Sigma Pi
Box Boys

3-1
7-2,
6-1
20-1

Strokin' Ballgers
Executive Ball Club
I.M. Addicts

20-1
30-1
50-1

Free Agents

75-1

Comment
Look better than ever
Did Perry pick them one season too
soon?
Always manage to lose the big one.
Shouldn't be taken lightly.
Needs to do better.
Transition to A-league has been dif
ficult.
Have never lost to Wiggley's.
Need a corporate fitness program.
Won't stay addicted to winning very
long.
Hope you enjoyed the season guys.
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